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Abstract 
 
Transition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), in the form of Ind-AS, is most certainly a 
significant event for an Emerging Economy like India. This convergence, however, poses a serious challenge before 
Corporate Governance. Contemporary Institution of Corporate Governance, based on Auditors (Internal & External), 
Audit Committee and Statutes, needs to reinvent and reinforce its role for meaningful and honest implementation of 
Ind-AS. One of the principle concepts in these standards is - Fair Value. However, there is considerable subjectivity 
and judgement associated in this area, leaving broad scope to management discretion. Treatment to Financial 
Instruments under IFRS, is one of the most important area of concern for all the concerned stakeholders, especially 
on the background of Financial meltdown of 2008, from which the world is yet far from recovered. IAS 32, 39 and 
IFRS 7 and commensurate Ind-AS deal with the initial Recognition, Measurements and Disclosure related to 
Financial Instruments.  These are also the standards, where Fair Value is predominantly used. In this regard, this 
paper to investigate the interrelationship in Corporate Governance and Ind-AS, with special emphasis on the logical 
application of Fair Value concept and suitable nomenclature for the same. In this quest, following areas were 
highlighted: (i) Requirements of the standards vis-a-vis increased responsibilities of the components of Corporate 
Governance; (ii) Subsequent analysis of certain areas such as Derivatives as Hedge Instruments, Embedded 
Derivatives, Debt Instruments; and (iii) Examples from the experiences in the developed world as well as emerging 
economies such as China and Russia. This is an effort to emphasis the need for evolving procedures, nomenclature 
and benchmarks, which can lead to smooth transition and strategic, operational, and economic benefits to the entity 
from the convergence and subsequent application of the Ind-As. 
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1. Introduction and brief history 
 
The globalization and associated financial reforms bore fruits in India essentially in last decade. 
Surprisingly for many, Indian corporate did not crumble under the challenge of global competition, as 
many had predicted! The world of Indian finance blended slowly but confidently with global stream, 
initially with FIIs investing in Indian markets, then Indians raising funds abroad in different manners such 
as ADRs and GDRs. Very soon, the Indian corporate aimed in acquiring and managing hitherto 
multinational western businesses. All this while, the rule-based and somewhat out of its times Indian 
Accounting Standards were one of the hindrances, in this process of global integration of finance. It is on 
this background that the Prime Minister of India, Dr Manmohan Sing committed the Reporting 
community to the path of IFRS in September 2009 summit of G20. IFRS themselves have evolved over 
last 3 decades a strong global platform for the entities to express their financial performance in a 
comparative manner. The philosophy of the IFRS recognized need of the global platform to weigh and 
evaluate the Financial Reporting of an Entity. The continuous process of developing International 
Accounting Standards by International Accounting Standards Committee from 1973 to 2001 was taken 
over by International Accounting Standards Board there onwards to develop International Financial 
Reporting Standards. The Indian adoption of Globalization has its own style and as such, Indian 
Government chose to adopt the IFRS in phased manner. Subsequently a roadmap was drafted that 
suggested the convergence in following steps… 
In the first phase commencing from Opening Balance sheet of 1st April 2011, following criterion was 
applied for the companies to apply the IFRS… 
NSE – Nifty 50 
BSE – Sensex 30 
Companies listed outside India 
Companies – Net Worth in excess of Rs.1000 crores  
Phase – 2 
Companies with Net worth exceeding Rs. 500 crore but not exceeding Rs. 1,000 crore  
Opening Balance Sheet – 1st April 2013 
Phase – 3 
Listed Companies with net worth of Rs. 500 crore or less 
Opening Balance Sheet – 1st April 2014  
However, it was a persistent flow of thoughts in Indian Accounting and Regulatory environment that 
blanket adoption of IFRS may not prove conducive in domestic scenario. On 14 January 2011, ICAI 
posted on its website near-final exposure drafts (near-final ED) of Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) 
converged with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). On 25 February 2011, the Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs (MCA) notified the near-final ED of Ind AS after making certain amendments (notified 
Ind AS). However, MCA‟s press release further notified that the date of implementation of the Ind AS 
was to be notified at a later date that was previously expected to be 1 April 2011. It ascertained that such 
convergence would be undertaken ‘after various issues including tax related issues are resolved’ and in 
such a way as would be ‘smooth for the stakeholders’. (MCA press release 2011). Thus, though it is 
largely expected that the said roadmap shall be followed in near future, there are also serious doubts raised 
about ultimate convergence and its quality. Its ultimate form and legality notwithstanding, there is no 
doubt that the modern Financial Reporting and paradigms have undoubtedly created a necessity for 
refurbishing and rethinking on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in India (Indian GAAPs). 
The overhauling of Indian Accounting Standards is already an irreversible process, whether IFRS or Ind-
AS stay or not.  
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1.1. Approach : Enhanced responsibilities for the corporate governance  
 
Thus, as we adopt Ind-As and endeavor to converge in IFRS, we must remember that… 
The underlying ethos of IFRS is entirely novel to Indian environment. It tumbles the age-old concepts 
in recognition and measurement and more importantly, poses equal challenge even before the participants 
of Corporate Governance such as Statutory Auditors, Lawmakers or Audit Committee. The varying 
application of Fair Value concept, due to inherent subjectivity or Judgments based in it. Most importantly, 
what we welcome here are ‘Reporting’ standards and not the ‘Accounting Standards’! Thus, these have 
conclusively shifted the focus from ‘Recording’ to ‘Reporting’ and as such, the importance of Disclosures 
is enormous. If we observe the Disclosure requirements for certain issues such as Financial Instruments or 
Segment reporting this difference is quite clearly underlined. 
IFRS involves extensive use of judgment in selection of appropriate accounting policies and 
alternative treatments, including at the time of adoption. Also, IFRS requires valuations and future 
forecasts, which will involve use of estimates, assumptions and management’s judgments. It has been 
observed that the combination of all these factors can have a significant impact on the reported earnings 
and financial position of an enterprise. Thus, the backbone of IFRS is its Ethical Principles-driven 
approach in contrast to the earlier rule-based approach of the Indian GAAPs. IFRS do not answer ‘What 
is to be done?’ It merely ascertains ‘What the guiding principles are behind issues?’ the ethical call of 
following these principles is that of the management. However, Ethics is virtue and, as Socrates said, 
virtue is knowledge which cannot be taught! Thus, the knowledge that what is ethical and what is 
supported by sound and prudent principles need to be applied, is something which the companies need to 
inculcate in their systems. Corporate Governance is then, the process and system that is expected to build 
up such culture in corporate entities. Thus, on the generalist plateau, this is the interrelationship in the 
Corporate Governance and IFRS. As we proceed in this analysis, we would establish various finer points 
where the Corporate Governance becomes essential for smooth operations of Ind-As. It is on this 
background that the role of Corporate Governance in this process becomes an important issue. The 
Corporate Governance is an essential component as well as responsive element in the implementation of 
any accounting standards. In fact, the ministry Press Release quite aptly comments. “Reliable, consistent 
and uniform financial reporting is important part of good corporate governance practices worldwide in 
order to enhance the credibility of the businesses in the eyes of investors to take informed investment 
decisions”. 
While defining Corporate Governance as “Corporate governance is the system by which companies 
are directed and controlled” the famous Cadbury Committee report takes a simplistic and yet 
comprehensive view of this important pillar of financial stability of Free Enterprises. It is a system and 
hence includes… Rules, laws, Codes, Precedents, Practices and even, traditions.But it ‘directs’ the 
companies and hence can said to have been composed of…Board of Directors, Persons occupying 
Decision-Making Positions, Internal Auditors.  
Finally, when the need is must, Corporate Governance steps in to ‘control’ the companies and as such 
have crucial role for…Auditors, Market Regulators, Financial Regulators and Lawmakers.What rules can 
these various components play? 
Management – Primary responsibility of the preparation and presentation of the Financial Data is that 
of the Management. To ensure this, management has to work on a robust ICFR or Internal Control on 
Financial Reporting as a check and balance on personal prejudices, biases and ‘Earnings-driven 
Reporting.’ Especially in case of Fair Value, management has an obligation to discuss the general Fair 
Value Measurement mechanism and specifically, Level 3 Inputs with the Auditors. Audit Committee has 
primary responsibility of creating conducive environment for the entire procedure of Recording as well as 
Reporting. It feeds raw data to management while shaping ICFR ad supposed to act as conduit between 
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management and auditors in their interactions for the estimations and judgement process. Internal Audit 
function primarily focuses on operational effectiveness, functional efficiency and regular compliance with 
the statutory requirements. As such, Internal auditors ought to concern themselves with the Financial 
reporting angle only to the extent of developing appropriate reporting environment. 
External Auditors are indeed the first line of a qualitative response to the management judgments 
implicit in the application of IFRS. Auditors have to transparently present their reservations about the 
management judgments/estimation process with reference to authoritative literature, before the Audit 
Committees. Regulatory Authorities have to base its functioning, not on ‘controlling’ but more on 
creating and sustaining a structure and process of governance. As such, it should have more focus on 
mechanisms such as CARO, Peer Review SEBI or RBI Reviews and such other mechanisms that would 
appropriately react to the situations. 
  
1.2. Fair Value 
 
Traditionally, the GAAPs are habituated of using various valuation techniques such as historic Costs, 
Depreciated values, Replacement costs, Net Realizable Value, etc. the Concept of fair Value encompasses 
all of them and much more! It is not merely a Valuation technique but more importantly a fundamental 
approach to Accounting. Value-based IFRS argue that the appropriate value of asset or liability of the 
business may not be reflected in any of the above, hence Fair Value. As such, it supersedes all other 
valuations in several Ind-As, important of which we have considered in this study. But for all this, what is 
Fair Value? IFRS 13 defines Fair Value as “The price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to 
transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date”  
Further, Ind-AS 40 defines Fair Value as “Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be 
exchanged between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.”  
Though quite innocent and straightforward as it may sound, the concept of Fair Value is one of the 
most serious challenges that the implementation of IFRS face. The Staff Paper of IASB acknowledges 
this and state…“much of the confusion and inconsistent practice when measuring fair value is due to the 
lack of clear principles regarding the fair value measurement objective”. Hence, it is not sufficient only to 
look at the definition of the ‘Fair Value’ but also to go further and recognize the principles for fair value 
measurement. To clarify these principles, IFRS lay down hierarchy of 3 levels for accepting the inputs in 
valuation techniques, based on their relative importance… 
In level 1, it is ascertained that a quoted market price in an active market provides the most reliable 
evidence of fair value and is used without adjustment to measure fair value whenever available, with 
limited exceptions. Level 2 consider ‘directly or indirectly observable’ inputs other than the ones in Level 
1 and finally, in the absence of the necessary inputs from aforesaid levels, an entity may use in its Fair 
Value measurement ‘unobservable inputs’ using the best information available in the circumstances, 
which might include the entity's own data, in level 3. 
This measurement of Fair Value leads to several issues, e.g. 
1. What is the exact Asset or Liability that has to be scrutinized for measurement? 
2. What is the most relevant market for the asset or liability? 
3. How to classify the inputs most judiciously, in to various levels? 
4. What are the inputs which are “most significant to the entire measurement (based on the application of 
judgment)’ 
Here, what is most vital for the entity’s reporting arm is Fair Value Measurement Principles, as some 
of them are listed by IASB Staff paper, 2006: 
x The objective of a fair value measurement is to determine the price that would be received for an asset 
or paid to transfer a liability in a transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
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x The definition of fair value and its measurement objective should be consistent for all fair value 
measurements required by IFRS.  
x A fair value measurement should reflect market views of the attributes of the asset or liability being 
measured and should not include views of the reporting entity that differ from market expectations. 
A fair value measurement should consider the utility of the asset or liability being measured. As such, the 
fair value measurement should consider the location and the condition of the asset or liability at its 
measurement date. 
 
1.3. IAS 32,39 and corresponding Ind-AS32,39 and 107s 
 
Any accounting Standard principally deals with Recognition, Measurement and Disclosure. With 
reference to Financial Instruments, standard no 39 deals with the first 2 issues whereas no 32 and 107 (Or 
7 for IFRS) deal with the issues of presentation and reporting.  
The term ‘Financial Instrument’ causes any eyebrow to rise, thanks to the Global Financial meltdown. 
Yet, the Ind-AS 39 concept of Financial Instrument is far wider than merely derivatives that the meltdown 
popularised. It encompasses erstwhile Drs, Current Investments, Loans and Advances or even marketable 
securities. In case of Derivatives and Debt Instruments, the concept of Fair Value plays crucial role and 
makes it essential for the Corporate Governance to be on its watchful guard. The very first hurdle in case 
of Derivative appears in their classification under one of the 4 Financial Instruments. The basic principle 
in IAS 39 is that all derivatives are carried at fair value with gains and losses in the income statement. 
However, derivatives are commonly used to hedge recognized assets and liabilities that are measured at 
cost, amortized cost or at fair value with gains and losses recognized in equity or items such as forecast 
transactions or firm commitments that are not recognized in the balance sheet. This creates a mismatch in 
the timing of gain and loss recognition.  
Hedge accounting seeks to correct this mismatch by changing the timing of recognition of gains and 
losses on either the hedged item or the hedging instrument. This avoids much of the volatility that would 
arise if the derivative gains and losses were recognized in the income statement.  
However, with several new exotic derivative options available, such as Knock-out Derivatives, the 
first stage issue is classification. We may consider following scenario as an example… 
Management of Company Simple Ltd wishes to reduce the cost of various hedging strategies by 
entering into derivatives with knock-in or knock-out characteristics. For example, in order to hedge the 
payments due on its variable rate debt, management is considering purchasing an interest rate floor with a 
strike rate of 3% that is contingent on a specified interest rate falling below 2.5% at some time during its 
life (knock-in). Alternatively, management is considering purchasing an interest floor that is contingent 
on a specified interest rate not falling below 2.5% at some time during its life (knock-out). The crucial 
question here is, is this financial instrument for hedging purpose or otherwise? There is no specific 
prohibition on designating a derivative with a knock-in or a knock-out feature as a hedging instrument, 
provided that the derivative is not a net written option (I e, the entity does not receive a net premium for 
it). However, it is unlikely that such a derivative will be an effective hedge unless the hedged item 
contains a matching knock-in or knock-out feature, as the full fair value of the derivative must be taken 
into account in determining effectiveness. It is not possible to designate the hedged risk as including a 
knock-in or knock-out feature unless there is such a feature in the hedged item. Here, there are crucial 
questions for Corporate Governance… 
What is the procedure to determine the nature of this or such other instruments? 
Has the Board laid down any guidelines on these instruments? 
More importantly, what flexibility does the company Guidelines leave in decision making? 
Here, it is important to understand the directives instituted by the standard in this regard. The Standard 
expects management to make this decision on 4 criterions…  
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The hedging relationship must be formally designated and documented at the inception of the hedge. 
This must include identifying and documenting the risk management objective, the hedged item, the 
hedging instrument, the nature of the risk being hedged and how the effectiveness of the hedge will be 
assessed.  
The hedge must be expected to be highly effective at the inception of the hedge; 
The effectiveness of the hedge must be tested regularly throughout its life. Effectiveness must fall 
within a range of 80%-125% over the life of the hedge. This leaves some scope for small amounts of 
ineffectiveness, provided that overall effectiveness falls within this range; and in the case of a hedge of a 
forecast transaction, the forecast transaction must be ‘highly probable’. However, it seems imperative 
here that the Management needs to decide the precise meaning as expected by the company for the terms 
like… “Risk management objective”, “Highly Effective”, “tested regularly” or ‘Highly probable’! These 
terms need to be converted to numeric benchmarks for the decision-making authority, wherever possible 
and it would be the responsibility of the Auditors in this regard to make sure whether such benchmarks 
are adhered to.  
Measurement: In the sphere of measurement, the explosion of derivatives, challenged the legitimacy 
of historical cost. Historical cost is transaction-based, but derivatives by nature exist before transactions 
occur. Thus, in the traditional historical based accounting system, a derivative’s value is not captured in 
financial reports until its settlement date. 
With respect to derivatives, there need to be little issue in case of measurement if they are traded in 
market. However, here again, an IASB Staff summary itself has raised certain pertinent questions in 
application of ‘Market Price as Fair Value’. It asserts, “Characteristics of an inactive market include a 
significant decline in the volume and level of trading activity, the available prices vary significantly over 
time or among market participants or the prices are not current. However, these factors alone do not 
necessarily mean that a market is no longer active and determining that a market is not active requires 
judgment. An active market is one in which transactions are taking place regularly on an arm’s length 
basis. What is ‘regularly’ is a matter of judgment and depends upon the facts and circumstances of the 
market for the instrument being measured at fair value. “ This, thus lead us to question, can we always 
accept Market Price as an ‘objective tool’? There is ‘subjectivity’ in the judgement of whether a market is 
active or not. Given the fact that this question of ‘active market’ shall hover largely upon entire valuation 
and measurement of Derivatives, Staff Paper goes on to comment, “When a market becomes inactive, it is 
not appropriate to conclude that all market activity represents forced liquidations or distress sales. 
However, it is also not appropriate to conclude automatically that any transaction price is determinative of 
fair value. Determining fair value in a market that has become inactive depends on the facts and 
circumstances and may require the use of significant judgement.” Thus, the message here is clear in 
meaning and challenging in implementation! Even the application of Maker price would involve an 
element of subjectivity, that Corporate Governance need to watch for its genuineness.  
Debt instruments: Another angle in relation to these standards is Debt Instruments. In India, the bond 
or bills markets are at quite nascent stage. The marketability of these and other debt instruments is 
severely restricted and as such, Level 1 inputs of Fair Value measurement may not apply. However, this 
leaves an important requirement for the management to determine the Standard Operating Procedure for 
the accounting of Debt Instruments. Important role that Corporate Governance needs to play in this regard 
can be considered with 2 examples…Measurement and Impairment of Debt Instruments: Debt 
Instruments are likely to be initially measured and subsequently measured for impairment at amortized 
cost using Effective Interest method. Under this method, one needs to ascertain the value of Financial 
Asset or Liability. It is quite interesting to take a case study to perceive the importance of ‘Appropriate 
Effective Interest Rate’ to understand the importance of supervision by Corporate Governance in 
determining this rate…Gi-Lions Ltd has issued a non-marketable, non-transferable 10% Bonds for 4 
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years, of Face Value Rs. 1000 at the price of Rs. 1025, redeemable at Rs. 1050. Accepting 10% as its rate 
of discount, Gi-lions values these bonds @ Rs. 1034.15, as follows…  
 
 
 
 
 
   
However, with respect to OTC derivatives, equally difficult stage is to consider Level 2 and Level 3 
inputs, where no active market is available. Here, there may be following Matrix of functional 
responsibilities to follow for various components of CG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Gi Lions value bonds    
      
Years Opening Valuation in 
B/S 
Interest Exp to Profit & 
Loss 
Actual Amount 
Received 
Closing valuation in 
B/S 
1 1034.15 103.415 100 1037.565 
2 1037.565 103.7565 100 1041.322 
3 1041.322 104.1322 100 1045.454 
4 1045.454 104.5454 100 1049.999 
TOTALS  415.849   
 
In its 2nd year, Gi-lions ascertain that the Effective rate of Interest is 12%. This changes the aforesaid 
equation as below…(ref table 3) 
Table 3. Second year Gi-lions  value bond 
Years Opening Valuation 
in B/S 
Interest Exp to 
Profit & Loss 
Actual Amount 
Received 
Closing valuation in B/S 
2 987.55 118.506 100 1006.056 
3 1006.056 120.7267 100 1026.783 
4 1026.783 123.2139 100 1049.997 
TOTALS  362.4466   
 
This shall reduce the liability of Gi-Lions in its valuation but at the same time increase the expenses 
burden on it for the remaining 3 years. 
The question here is, what is the way in which Gi-Lions chose to change its Effective Rate of Interest? 
Based on the materiality of this Financial transactions, which is the ‘Approving Authority’? Has Gi-Lions 
Ltd formulated a procedure by which the Effective Rate of Interest for the company is determined? 
Because, as we can observe it here, this Rate is an excellent mean to manage the earnings as per 
Table 1: Level wise classification of components 
 
Component Classification Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Board of Directors 
(General) 
Establish and Disclose 
the materiality of 
Derivatives in Financial 
Position as well as 
Earnings  
Determine ‘Active 
Markets’ 
Set up a Policy for 
right sources for 
‘Observable data’ 
Identify the 
Benchmarks for 
Quality of 
“Unobservable 
Data” 
Board of Directors 
(Audit Committee) 
Frame the policy 
Document on 
Classification 
 
Recommend Sources of to BoD. Also, Ensure 
that the right Disclosure Guidelines are issued 
Internal Auditors  Verify the proper use 
of rates 
Authenticate the Sources of Data and 
benchmarks for their quality and acceptability 
Statutory Auditors 
Since, there are no set rules and these standards are principles-driven, traditional duties of Auditors, 
to verify the adherence to rules, may not apply in several cases. However, auditors need to deal with 
2 core issues in their approach,  
x Existence, Truthfulness and Accuracy of the information provided by the company, as basis of 
its Fair Value.   
x Are the disclosures by company sufficient and commensurate? 
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management’s outlook and may not give exactly ‘Fair’ picture. This concept of ‘managing’ the Cash 
Flows according to the convenience of the management is not new and the Court Appointed Bankruptcy 
Examiner in famous Enron case observed. ‘This questionable method for determining the cash flows and 
discount rates illustrates the creativity of Enron’s valuation methodologies as applied to assets for which 
there was no readily available market price.’ 
Another example is that of an ‘Embedded Derivative’. Revised IAS 39 prevents abuse of the 
requirements for carrying derivatives at fair value through profit or loss by requiring separate recognition 
of derivatives embedded in a host contract that is accounted for differently. An embedded derivative 
should be split from the host contract and accounted for separately if: 
Its economics are not ‘closely related’ to those of the host contract.  
A separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of a 
derivative; and 
The entire contract is not carried at fair value through profit or loss. 
 Here, it is very important for the company to determine functional responsibilities at various levels. 
Some of the questions above are purely subjective and their answers can be justified either which ways. 
In these circumstances, Overall Financial Reporting environment, impact of the aforesaid decisions on the 
earnings and linked interests of decision-making groups are the important perspectives that watchful 
participants of the Corporate Governance, such as Statutory Auditors or in exceptional cases even Market 
regulators like SEBI or RBI, need to observe.  
 
Fig. 1. Questions that need to be asked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.4. Contemporary International Experience 
  
IFRS is a global concept and several countries have already adopted them for their domestic financial 
reporting, either in their original format or in their adoptive format (like India), e.g., China. What is their 
experience in such implementation? 
 It is observed in Russia that Even when fair value accounting is based on reliable and verifiable 
estimates, it can lead to large transitory changes in net income. This may obfuscate the underlying (core) 
earnings, making it difficult for investors to assess permanent operating performance. Imposing fair value 
accounting on an economy with no endogenous demands for these standards may actually aggravate 
corporate governance problems. When incumbent contracts and regulations collide with prescriptions of 
accounting standards, this may lead to results detrimental to interests of the contracting parties. 
(Goncharov & Triest, 2009).  
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The Chinese experience tells us that indicating that the adoption and implementation of FVA without 
cautious consideration of the context within which it develops make accounting reforms unworkable and 
even counter-productive. In the short run, China faces great challenges for successful implementation, as 
“CFOs work to comply, auditors race to train new accountants, and officials struggle to prevent a fresh 
crop of scandals” (Durfee, 2007). Further, (Xianjie He et al 2009) asserts 3 conclusions from the Chinese 
model: First, earnings quality under the new IFRS-based China Accounting Standards (CAS) is lower 
than that under the old CAS, and the results are primarily driven by firms operating in provinces with 
relatively less developed market and institutional environments. Second, three earnings components 
resulted from using fair value accounting, under the new CAS are not value relevant. Third, the abnormal 
gains on debt restructuring are positively associated with incentives of earnings management, and such 
associations are stronger for firms with political connections and/or engaging in more related party 
transactions.  
The role played by the concept of Fair Value, though not IFRS themselves, is underlined by (Gwilliam 
and Jackson, 2008) whose studies highlight, (i) the ease with which Enron was able to ‘monetize’ 
physical assets so as to bring them within the remit of mark to market accounting; (ii) the unreliability of 
valuation estimates provided by independent third parties; (iii) and the asymmetry between management 
desire to recognize mark to market gains through the income statement in contrast to their desire to avoid 
recognizing mark to market losses. They further claim, the availability and willingness of a range of third 
parties, including accounting firms and leading banks and investment houses, to provide valuations (….) 
which facilitated the manner in which Enron ought to portray its financial outcomes is strongly indicative 
of a familiarity and acceptance of such practices beyond the pure Enron context. It is a paradox of mark to 
market accounting is that it is likely to be most ‘accurate’ in circumstances where it is least useful, i.e., in 
complete markets. Finally, A significant proportion of the assets shown at fair value were valued not on 
the basis of market prices but on the basis either of management estimates or third party valuations. As 
has been seen, Enron employed a range of third parties to provide mark to market or related valuations 
including Andersen, KPMG Consulting, PricewaterhouseCoopers and, on occasion, financial institutions. 
In the outturn, these valuations, which were normally provided for significant fees, were frequently highly 
optimistic and, in respect to more than one, there is evidence that it was not completely independent. 
(Ball et al 2003) argue that imposing high quality standards on economies with no endogenous 
demand for these standards is unlikely to succeed. Consistent with this notion, they show that in low 
investor protection environments high quality reporting standards do not automatically lead to higher 
quality financial statements. It is interesting to note that Surveys by (Street 2003), who investigated 59 
countries, and (Jermakowicz and Gornik-Tomaszewski 2006), who studied 112 listed firms in the 
European Union (EU), report that respondents consider FVA to be a source of major disagreements and 
tension and an obstacle to convergence. 
Thus, the international experience indicates that the implementation of IFRS, along with the necessary 
element of Fair Value in it, is neither smooth nor qualitatively enriching, every time. This may not 
necessarily invalidate the concept of recording Assets and Liabilities of the business at their logical and 
contemporary Fair Value rather than the outdated practice of Historic Costs that serve little use. Yet, this 
transformation raises several questions which can be dealt with an enhanced and enlightened Corporate 
Governance. 
  
2. Conclusion 
 
There is strong demand to rediscover the Governance Process and its Effective Controls over 
valuation processes in a corporate entity. This exercise, for sure, is not limited to application of IFRS, but 
an essential requisite of robust Internal Controls on Financial Reporting. However, the process of 
convergence and subsequent application of IFRS/ Ind-AS make it all the more important that companies 
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lay down Standard Operating Procedures for treasury operations that result in recording of Financial 
Instruments.  
An IASB expert advisory report suggested in October 2008 that disclosures of the control environment 
could include: 
a)  A description of the governance group (including a clarity as to whom the group reports) responsible 
for valuation policies and procedures 
b) Extent and manner of verification of fair value measures by internal and external experts and whether 
these are independent of the front office 
c) Frequency and methods of back-testing and calibration of valuation models 
d) Internal reporting procedures for eg. Whether pricing, risk management or audit committees discuss 
significant Level 3 valuations  
IFRS 13 requires an entity to disclose information about its valuation processes (eg valuation policies 
and procedures) for fair value measurements categorised within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy. The 
disclosure is similar to the description of valuation processes in the IASB's Fair Value Expert Advisory 
Panel's October 2008 report. This is a very recent standard and how this is acted upon is yet to be seen. 
When our Constitution was adopted on 26th November, 1949 our statesmen and visionaries had said 
that the Constitution is as good or bad as people who are entrusted to administer it, wish it to be. The 
Chairman of the Drafting Committee, the brilliant jurist, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, speaking a day before 
the adoption of the Constitution, had said: "The working of a Constitution does not depend wholly upon 
the nature of the Constitution ... The factor on which the working of (the) organs of State depends are the 
people and the political parties they will set up as their instruments to carry out their wishes and their 
politics." Whether it is a Constitution for the Nation or Standards for the Corporate, this Principle remains 
valid. Thus it is essential for People and stakeholders in corporate, that they should set up the tools in 
form of Corporate Governance to uphold the guiding spirit of any Standards. 
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